Carroll Cave Conservancy
Survey Report for 2019 Board Meeting
Since the last CCC Board Meeting there have been 3 survey trips into the cave.
July 2018 - Bob Lerch, Joe Sikorski, Derik Holtmann, Josh Hafner and Dan Lamping went into Carroll River
to check leads just upstream of the Turnpike. We mapped one short side passage named "Happy
Ending" which was mostly crawl, though ended at a pretty dome. The passage was less than 200 ft long.
Additionally, we determined that what was marked as a lead behind a pretty rimstone dam, up high
above the stream, was not an actual lead. This was Derik Holtmann's first survey trip in Carroll. Both
Josh and Derik got some excellent photographs from the trip.

Rimstone dam in Carroll River - Derik Holtmann
May 2019 - Following the CCC Landowner Meeting, Bob Lerch, Joe Sikorski and Dan Lamping went into
UL2 (Convention Hall) to fix a blunder in the Land B4 Time survey, which closes a large loop, accessed via
either Convention Hall proper or via a climb up high on the left wall as one heads into the passage.
Neither access into the passage is easy. In a really arduous trip, we were able to fix the blunder by
resurveying between two known stations, as well as check one additional blunder in the cave. This was
a pretty tough trip which did not yield any new survey, but was essential for the quality of the survey of
the UL2 passage.
July 2019 - Tony Schmitt, Joe Sikorski, Josh Hafner, Derik Holtmann, Jeremy Weih and Dan Lamping went
to Lower Thunder River to finish mapping the South Fork of DL7 and to check leads along the way. We

camped at Jerry's Cairn, entering the cave on Friday afternoon and heading out by Sunday afternoon.
Aside from some excellent photographs taken, one team finished the survey of the main South Fork
passage. This passage came to an absolute end at points called "End Game" and "Game Over."
Additionally, while checking leads shown of the Sheet D2 map, we found an extension of the South Pole,
a formation area in the South Fork characterized by muddy, redissolved formations, which become
inundated each time the cave backfloods. The other team mapped this passage. Again, both Derik and
Josh took some excellent photos. All together we mapped 519 ft of passage on this trip. This was
Jeremy Weih's first trip into Carroll.

South Pole Extension - Derik Holtmann

Map cut showing the extension of the South Pole. The two passages shown as question marks connect.
Summary and looking ahead - The survey of Carroll Cave surpassed the point of diminishing returns
years ago. There still remains much work to be done and we still have a committed survey effort to
finish it, though life demands and other projects mean our trips are few each year. Leads are often
remote and difficult to access, with little promise for big, going passage and most of our core survey
crew are involved in additional projects, yet Carroll holds a special place in all of our hearts. We did
introduce two new surveyors to the cave this year and have been encouraging a couple more surveyors
who have not yet mapped in Carroll, but who have the right skill-set and stamina to make the trips.
Progress is being made on cartography. Dan Lamping finished the D2 sheet (aside from the
newly mapped passage, as well as a couple more leads) and won a Blue Ribbon in the Experienced
Category in the 2019 NSS Cartographic Salon. Additionally, Dan has begun working on the U1 sheet,
which includes T Junction, Thunder Falls, UL2, etc. Because much of the passage was mapped early on
in the survey, the cartography will lead to additional trips near the Backdoor Entrance to add cross
sections and to clarify the complex nature of this sizeable section of cave. Josh Brewer has begun
making headway on the D4 sheet, which includes the end of the North Fork of DL7 as well as much of
the new passage we found out there in 2009. Joe Sikorski has also recently acquired what he needs to
work on the D3 sheet and Bob Lerch continues to work on the C2 sheet.
In the next year we hope to return to Lower Thunder River to survey another lead off Thunder
River, just upstream of DL7. Additionally, we may return to the North Fork to push remote, grim leads
off the L8 Complex. There still remains work to be done in far Upper Thunder as well as leads in Carroll
River near the Mountain Room. There is renewed interest in visiting leads in the Mountain Room, but
we're also hopeful that in the future we may be able to access those leads through the Natural Entrance
due to the CCC becoming a landowner in the area and Rick's continued efforts to gain access.

